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Biology and Political Science
2002-03-11

this book demonstrates the increasing interest of some social scientists
in the theories research and findings of life sciences in building a more
interdisciplinary approach to the study of politics it discusses the
development of biopolitics as an academic perspective within political
science reviews the growing literature in the field and presents a
coherent view of biopolitics as a framework for structuring inquiry across
the current subfields of political science

Education in Political Science
2009-09-10

this pioneering volume is devoted to the analysis of education from the
perspective of political science applying the full range of the discipline s
analytical perspectives and methodological tools the contributions
demonstrate how education policy can be explored systematically from a
variety of political science perspectives comparative politics public policy
analysis and public administration international relations and political
theory by applying a governance perspective on education policy the
authors explore the changing institutional settings new actors
constellations horizontal modes of interaction and public private
regulatory mechanisms with respect to the role of the state in this policy
field the volume deals with questions that are not merely concerned with
the content or outcomes of education but it explicitly takes a political
science view on how education politics work including country case
studies from the americas and across europe institutional analyses of
education policy in the eu and the wto gats as well as normative
reflections on the topic the volume provides a grand overview on the
diversity of issues in education policy dealing with a so far neglected field
of policy this book provides a comprehensive and accessible analysis of a
rapidly changing topic education in political science will be of interest to
scholars and students of political science education sociology and
economics
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The Future of Political Science
2017-09-04

harold d lasswell is arguably the quintessential face of political science to
the larger public of the past century however there is a side to lasswell
less well known but of special importance in this day and age the place of
the profession of politics as an academic activity this book written at the
start of the culture wars thirty years ago outlines the basic core position
of political science practitioners it helps to explain why the field kept its
collective cool when other social science professionals veered to more
extreme activist positions the future of political science grew out of the
phenomenally rapid expansion of the study of government in the united
states and elsewhere the study of professionalism among physical
scientists lawyers engineers etc was not matched by such internal
examination within the social sciences until much later lasswell s
overview centered on developments in the united states there unfettered
study of government reached unprecedented heights in the final stage of
the twentieth century the key concept of this volume one that continues
to inform discourse is the relationship of political science as a mechanism
for the study and teaching of the political system to the field as a tool of
the establishment this concern grew in the wake of a variety of scandals
and secret support sponsored by both government and non government
organizations alike the future of political science covers areas ranging
from membership size and disparities intervention scenarios in world
events the nature of creativity in political research collaboration in
projects with the other social sciences and the location of scientific
centers of gravity in the study of politics because of lasswell s works we
have a field of the political science of knowledge as well as the sociology
of knowledge harold d lasswell served as ford foundation professor of the
social sciences at yale university distinguished professor of policy
sciences at joh

Basic Interests
1998-03-23
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a generation ago scholars saw interest groups as the single most
important element in the american political system today political
scientists are more likely to see groups as a marginal influence compared
to institutions such as congress the presidency and the judiciary frank
baumgartner and beth leech show that scholars have veered from one
extreme to another not because of changes in the political system but
because of changes in political science they review hundreds of books
and articles about interest groups from the 1940s to today examine the
methodological and conceptual problems that have beset the field and
suggest research strategies to return interest group studies to a position
of greater relevance the authors begin by explaining how the group
approach to politics became dominant forty years ago in reaction to the
constitutional legal approach that preceded it they show how it fell into
decline in the 1970s as scholars ignored the impact of groups on
government to focus on more quantifiable but narrower subjects such as
collective action dilemmas and the dynamics of recruitment as a result
despite intense research activity we still know very little about how
groups influence day to day governing baumgartner and leech argue that
scholars need to develop a more coherent set of research questions
focus on large scale studies and pay more attention to the context of
group behavior their book will give new impetus and direction to a field
that has been in the academic wilderness too long

Biology and Political Science
2002

this book demonstrates the increasing convergence of interest of some
social scientists in the theories research and findings of the life sciences
in building a more interdisciplinary approach to the study of politics

Politics and Expertise
2021-12-21

a new model for the relationship between science and democracy that
spans policymaking the funding and conduct of research and our
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approach to new technologies our ability to act on some of the most
pressing issues of our time from pandemics and climate change to
artificial intelligence and nuclear weapons depends on knowledge
provided by scientists and other experts meanwhile contemporary
political life is increasingly characterized by problematic responses to
expertise with denials of science on the one hand and complaints about
the ignorance of the citizenry on the other politics and expertise offers a
new model for the relationship between science and democracy rooted in
the ways in which scientific knowledge and the political context of its use
are imperfect zeynep pamuk starts from the fact that science is uncertain
incomplete and contested and shows how scientists judgments about
what is significant and useful shape the agenda and framing of political
decisions the challenge pamuk argues is to ensure that democracies can
expose and contest the assumptions and omissions of scientists instead
of choosing between wholesale acceptance or rejection of expertise to
this end she argues for institutions that support scientific dissent
proposes an adversarial science court to facilitate the public scrutiny of
science reimagines structures for funding scientific research and
provocatively suggests restricting research into dangerous new
technologies through rigorous philosophical analysis and fascinating
examples politics and expertise moves the conversation beyond the
dichotomy between technocracy and populism and develops a better
answer for how to govern and use science democratically

The Scientific Study of Political Leadership
1977

in this volume the study of legislatures has traditionally been a central
preoccupation of political scientists legislatures provide good laboratories
for testing theories and methodologies of significance in the discipline
and more broadly for contributing to an understanding of how
representative government works

The Science and Method of Politics
1927
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this is an immensely helpful book for students starting their own research
an excellent introduction to the comparative method giving an
authoritative overview over the research process klaus armingeon
university of bern doing research in political science is the book for
mastering the comparative method in all the social sciences jan erik lane
university of geneva this book has established itself as a concise and well
readable text on comparative methods and statistics in political science i
strongly recommend it dirk berg schlosser philipps university marburg
this thoroughly revised edition of the popular textbook offers an
accessible but comprehensive introduction to comparative research
methods and statistics for students of political science clearly organized
around three parts the text introduces the main theories and
methodologies used in the discipline part 1 frames the comparative
approach within the methodological framework of the political and social
sciences part 2 introduces basic descriptive and inferential statistical
methods as well as more advanced multivariate methods used in
quantitative political analysis part 3 applies the methods and techniques
of parts 1 2 to research questions drawn from contemporary themes and
issues in political science incorporating practice exercises ideas for
further reading and summary questions throughout doing research in
political science provides an invaluable step by step guide for students
and researchers in political science comparative politics and empirical
political analysis

Political Science
1991

will the ordinary man become a scientist bucchi exposes the inadequacy
of the technochratic model but also the weaknesses of contemporary
bioethics when facing the increasing dilemmas posed by science and
technology to contemporary society il corriere della sera italian leading
newspaper bucchi provides a clear rigorous and accessible discussion
often enriched by a subtle irony of complex and ambiguous issues
showing that science and innovation are not neutral terrains but rather
among the key conflictual contexts in which contemporary social and
political changes take place italian review of sociology a dense but
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accessible book bucchi acutely describes the shortcomings of the
technocratic and ethical responses to the contemporary dilemmas of
science and technology italian edition of the new york review of books
nuclear energy stem cell technology gmos the more science advances
the more society seems to resist but are we really watching a death
struggle between opposing forces as so many would have it can today s
complex technical policy decisions coincide with the needs of a
participatory democracy are the two sides even equipped to talk to each
other beyond technocracy science politics and citizens answers these
questions with clarity and vision drawing upon a broad range of data and
events from the united states and europe and noting the blurring of the
expert lay divide in the knowledge base the book argues that these
conflicts should not be dismissed as episodic or the outbursts of
irrationality and ignorance but recognized as a critical opportunity to
discuss the future in which we want to live massimiano bucchi s analysis
covers the complex realities of post academic science as he explores the
widely debated theme of science and democracy across a broad range of
technological controversies overviews issues raised by the current
relationship among scientists policymakers business interests and the
public dispels stereotypes of the detached scientific community versus
the uninformed general public examines the role of the media in framing
scientific debate addresses the question of how to move beyond
technocracy to a more fruitful collaboration between scientists and
citizens offers a bold vision for a future in which the scientific and public
spheres regard each other as partners working toward a shared purpose
beyond technocracy science politics and citizens has great value as a
postgraduate text for courses in technology and society political science
and science policy it will also find an interested audience among
scientists policymakers managers in the technological sector and
concerned lay readers in his brilliant new book beyond technocracy
science politics and citizens massimiano bucchi opens for the reader the
pandora s box of the complex relationship between scientists and citizens
in contemporary democratic societies with major corporations owning
university labs and academic researchers and their institutions pocketing
millions literally from the proceedings of patents resulting from their
scientific work bucchi analyzes the implications of contrasting drives
toward for profit and open science private and public science without
pulling his punches and without hiding behind easy popular solutions
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bucchi clearly lays out the choices we face when confronted with a
science whose potential societal impact positive and negative is
becoming ever greater e g nuclear energy genetically modified foods
genetic engineering based on a wealth of empirical evidence and case
studies the book is extremely accessible and well written making it an
ideal introduction to the issues i would highly recommend it to specialists
and non specialists alike roberto franzosi professor in department of
sociology at emory university

Doing Research in Political Science
2005-11-11

voters expect their elected representatives to pursue good policy and
presume this will be securely founded on the best available knowledge
yet when representatives emphasize their reliance on expert knowledge
they seem to defer to people whose authority derives not politically from
the sovereign people but from the presumed objective status of their
disciplinary bases this book examines the tensions between political
authority and expert authority in the formation of public policy in liberal
democracies it aims to illustrate and better understand the nature of
these tensions rather than to argue specific ways of resolving them the
various chapters explore the complexity of interaction between the two
forms of authority in different policy domains in order to identify both
common elements and differences the policy domains covered include
climate geoengineering discourses environmental health biotechnology
nuclear power whaling economic management and the use of force this
volume will appeal to researchers and to convenors of post graduate
courses in the fields of policy studies foreign policy decision making
political science environmental studies democratic system studies and
science policy studies

Beyond Technocracy
2009-06-02

the study of biology and politics or biopolitics has gained considerable
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currency in recent years as articles on the subject have appeared in
mainstream journals and books on the subject have been well received
the literature has increased greatly since the 1960s and 1970s when this
specialization first made an appearance this volume assesses the
contributions of biology to political science chapters focus on general
biological approaches to politics biopolitical contributions to mainstream
areas within political science and linkages between biology and public
policy the volume provides readers with a comprehensive introduction to
the subject

Policy Legitimacy, Science and Political
Authority
2015-10-05

in a series of essays that make extensive use of original work by
sociologists historians and philosophers of science j w grove explores the
roles and relationships of science in modern technological society

Political Science Research Methods
1991

this book is both a comprehensive review and a thoughtful critique of the
development of political science as an academic discipline in this century
david ricci eloquently describes the tragic dilemma of political science in
america when political scholars deal with politics in a scientific fashion
they reveal facts that contradict democratic expectations when the same
scholars seek to justify those expectations their moral arguments carry
little professional weight jacket

Handbook of Biology and Politics
2017-05-26

interpretive political science focuses on the meanings that shape actions
and institutions and the ways in which they do so this handbook explores
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the implications of interpretive theory for the study of politics it provides
the first definitive survey of the field edited by two of its pioneers written
by leading scholars from a range of disciplinary backgrounds the
handbook s 32 chapters are split into five parts which explore the
contrast between interpretive theory and mainstream political science
the main forms of interpretive theory and the theoretical concepts
associated with interpretive political science the methods used by
interpretive political scientists the insights provided by interpretive
political science on empirical topics the implications of interpretive
political science for professional practices such as policy analysis
planning accountancy and public health with an emphasis on the
applications of interpretive political science to a range of topics and
disciplines this handbook is an invaluable resource for students scholars
and practitioners in the areas of international relations comparative
politics political sociology political psychology and public administration

In Defence of Science
2019-02-19

what are the conceptual and methodological challenges facing
comparative politics today this informative book discusses four main
challenges that create stress for disciplinary reproduction and
advancement while providing potential solutions in seven chapters the
contributors cover the most pressing issues the dissolution of the nation
state as the main objective of inquiry the increasing complexity of
concepts and methods the capacity to accumulate knowledge and the
tensions between parsimonious and contextually rich explanations
scholars and students of comparative politics international relations and
political science will be interested in the up to date overview of pertinent
conceptual problems as well as the possible ways forward practitioners
and decision makers will find the real world examples provided in this
book useful to their work

The Tragedy of Political Science
1984-01-01
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comparative politics is the systematic study of all of the world s political
systems the collection begins with an introductory volume explaining the
history of main approaches and controversies in the field

Politics: the Master Science
1969

the approach of the authors current and former professors of political
science at drew u in this introduction to political science is integrative in
that they seek to incorporate both descriptive and normative issues and
insights from both classical and empirical theory they further seek to
treat political theory american government comparati

The Great Issues of Politics
1973

essays on theory building and empirical theory testing in the study of
bureaucracy and public policy

Routledge Handbook of Interpretive
Political Science
2015-07-03

the third edition of the best selling the fundamentals of political science
research provides an introduction to the scientific study of politics it
offers the basic tools necessary for readers to become both critical
consumers and beginning producers of scientific research on politics the
authors present an integrated approach to research design and empirical
analyses whereby researchers can develop and test causal theories they
use examples from political science research that students will find
interesting and inspiring and that will help them understand key concepts
the book makes technical material accessible to students who might
otherwise be intimidated by mathematical examples this revised third
edition features new your turn boxes meant to engage students the
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edition also has new sections added throughout the book to enhance the
content s clarity and breadth of coverage

Comparative Politics
2015-11-27

excerpt from the study of politics the present state of american political
science this essay is addressed to graduate students my aim is to tell
young men and young women some things it may be good to know about
the profession they intend to enter if old timers think they learn
something also they are welcome to whatever they pick up if many older
members of the profession read this some of them will find confirmation
of their own positions they may even encounter some of their own ideas
stated in their own words for i have freely utilized what i have heard said
over a period of at least three decades i hope of course that i have
myself added something to the discussion if i have it is not likely to sound
new to men of my own age i have not won any prizes for keeping my
thoughts to myself over the years but the young people i have hope will
encounter a thing or two here they have not already pondered about the
publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and
classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction
of an important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art
technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original
format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare
cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page
may be replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority
of imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are
intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works

Political Science and Government
1928

understanding the political world offers a comparative perspective on
how politics works at the global national group and individual level
focusing on how fundamental concepts in political science relate to real
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political events this bestselling text surveys political behavior systems
and processes throughout the world and asks students to evaluate and
apply this knowledge through an engaging writing style numerous
examples and the instructive use of visuals understanding the political
world encourages students to think like political scientists and to critically
examine new and enduring political realities and challenges teaching and
learning experience personalize learning mypoliscilab delivers proven
results in helping students succeed provides engaging experiences that
personalize learning and comes from a trusted partner with educational
expertise and a deep commitment to helping students and instructors
achieve their goals explore concepts and current events drawing on
recent political events from a discussion of the economic crisis in the
context of ireland to the iraqi people s struggle to create a democracy
this text surveys the discipline of political science and shows how political
scientists analyze real world politics improve critical thinking compare
focus and debate boxes encourage students to think comparatively and
to develop political arguments engage students a new four color design
and numerous photos offer a current and lively reading experience
emphasize learning outcomes new learning objectives in every chapter
focus students on what they need to learn in mypoliscilab study plans
based on the same learning objectives give students follow up reading
video and multimedia activities for further practice instructor support an
instructor s manual test bank and powerpoint presentation provide more
teaching resources in mypoliscilab classprep collects class presentation
resources in one convenient online destination

The Study of Political Science Today
1971

political science today by wendy whitman cobb gives students a holistic
view of political science by dedicating one chapter to each area of study
within the discipline the second edition uses a field based approach that
allows students to sample what the major has to offer and come away
with a basic understanding of how politics any kind of politics affects their
everyday lives the book also provides students with an overview of the
skills and possibilities they ll encounter as majors including developing
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critical thinking skills conducting and consuming research and
understanding the unique career opportunities after graduation the book
s table of contents begins with foundational tools like theories and
research methods then builds up to subfield chapters on comparative
politics international relations american government political economy
and public policy and administration this title is accompanied by a
complete teaching and learning package contact your sage
representative to request a demo learning platform courseware sage
vantage is an intuitive learning platform that integrates quality sage
textbook content with assignable multimedia activities and auto graded
assessments to drive student engagement and ensure accountability
unparalleled in its ease of use and built for dynamic teaching and
learning vantage offers customizable lms integration and best in class
support it s a learning platform you and your students will actually love
learn more assignable video with assessment assignable video available
in sage vantage is tied to learning objectives and curated exclusively for
this text to bring concepts to life watch a sample video now lms cartridge
import this title s instructor resources into your school s learning
management system lms and save time don t use an lms you can still
access all of the same online resources for this title via the password
protected instructor resource site learn more

Comparative Politics
2004-11-10

this mainstream text for introductory political science course familiarizes
students with the discipline by taking a comparative approach to topics
such as the nature of politics political institutions behavior and ideologies
the text takes a broader look at globalization and the role of non
governmental actors such as multinational corporations and
transnational organizations like the u n

The Challenge Of Politics: An Introduction
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To Political Science, 2nd Edition
2006-02-15

understanding the political world offers a comparative perspective on
how politics works at the global national group and individual level
focusing on how fundamental concepts in political science relate to real
political events this bestselling text surveys political behavior systems
and processes throughout the world and asks students to evaluate and
apply this knowledge through an engaging writing style numerous
examples and the instructive use of visuals understanding the political
world encourages students to think like political scientists and to critically
examine new and enduring political realities and challenges teaching and
learning experience personalize learning mypoliscilab delivers proven
results in helping students succeed provides engaging experiences that
personalize learning and comes from a trusted partner with educational
expertise and a deep commitment to helping students and instructors
achieve their goals explore concepts and current events drawing on
recent political events from a discussion of the economic crisis in the
context of ireland to the iraqi people s struggle to create a democracy
this text surveys the discipline of political science and shows how political
scientists analyze real world politics improve critical thinking compare
focus and debate boxes encourage students to think comparatively and
to develop political arguments engage students a new four color design
and numerous photos offer a current and lively reading experience
emphasize learning outcomes new learning objectives in every chapter
focus students on what they need to learn in mypoliscilab study plans
based on the same learning objectives give students follow up reading
video and multimedia activities for further practice instructor support an
instructor s manual test bank and powerpoint presentation provide more
teaching resources in mypoliscilab classprepcollects class presentation
resources in one convenient online destination

Politics, Policy, and Organizations
2005-09-06
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drawing on the rich resources of the ten volume series of the oxford
handbooks of political science this one volume distillation provides a
comprehensive overview of all the main branches of contemporary
political science political theory political institutions political behavior
comparative politics international relations political economy law and
politics public policy contextual political analysis and political
methodology sixty seven of the top political scientists worldwide survey
recent developments in those fields and provide penetrating
introductions to exciting new fields of study following in the footsteps of
the new handbook of political science edited by robert goodin and hans
dieter klingemann a decade before this oxford handbook will become an
indispensable guide to the scope and methods of political science as a
whole it will serve as the reference book of record for political scientists
and for those following their work for years to come

The Development of [American] Political
Science: from Burgess to Behavioralism
1967

this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and
is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work was
reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to the original
work as possible therefore you will see the original copyright references
library stamps as most of these works have been housed in our most
important libraries around the world and other notations in the work this
work is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly
other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute
this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body
of the work as a reproduction of a historical artifact this work may
contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars
believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be
preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we
appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for
being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant
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An Examination of the Scientific Mode of
Enquiry in Politics
1991

expand your political science knowledge with a book that explains
concepts in a way anyone can understand the global political climate is
dynamic at times even volatile to understand this evolving landscape it s
important to learn more about how countries are governed political
science for dummies explores the questions that political scientists
examine such as how our leaders make decisions who shapes political
policy and why countries go to war the book is the perfect course
supplement for students taking college level introductory political science
courses political science for dummies is a guide that makes political
science concepts easier to grasp get a better understanding of political
ideologies institutions policies processes and behavior explore topics
such as class government diplomacy law strategy and war learn the
specialized vocabulary within the field of political science help prepare
for a range of careers from policy analyst to legislative assistant political
science crosses into many other areas of study such as sociology
economics history anthropology international relations law statistics and
public policy those who want to understand the implications of changing
political economies or how governing bodies work can look to political
science for dummies it s the book thatcuts through the jargon as it
focuses on issues that interest readers

The Fundamentals of Political Science
Research
2018-07-26

The Study of Politics
2017-05-24
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Understanding the Political World: Pearson
New International Edition
2013-11-01

Political Science Today
2023-03-27

The Human Polity
2003

Understanding the Political World
2019-01-18

Handbook of Political Science Methods
1971

The Oxford Handbook of Political Science
2011-07-07

People, Power, and Politics
1993
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Introduction to Political Science
2015-10-28

Global Governance
2004

Analyzing Politics
2015

Political Science For Dummies
2020-07-27
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